You get the quilt right – the maker’s purposes are fulfilled and you
have a thing which is good – it exists to ‘do good’, to make
someone’s life better, and it looks good too – it makes the world a
more beautiful place, and a better one. And I think it goes further,
too – sometimes, like with the church maybe, something just isn’t
quite right and you have to unpick it and start again, no matter how
much work you’ve put into it. Sometimes it all looks great from
where you’re standing – but go round to the other side and see how
it looks from that perspective – maybe something needs to change.
And here’s another interesting thing about making the colours sing –
if you only put in fabrics that would be to your personal taste, you’ll
be disappointed with the quilt you end up with. Spacious diversity
achieves much more of what the creator had in mind in the first
place.
This isn’t just me wittering on about quilts. The Bible uses different
images, but sums it up in Colossians 1:17 by saying that God’s
purpose, from the beginning of time, is one of harmonious unity
The more deeply we encounter God, the more we find that God is
complex and rich and mysterious - so why would we find any less an
image in the joyous diversity of humanity.

Praise points:
A great time with Gus Eyre and 4 volunteers
Week day Bible studies have recommenced
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In September we were pleased to welcome The President and The VicePresident of The Methodist Conference to Methodist Central Hall,
Manchester. I am delighted to share with you the reflection that Barbara
Easton (The Vice-President) gave within the service in our Chapel.
God bless you as you read it!
Rev. Ian Rutherford , City Centre Minister

“I love reading Matthew 5 in The Message version:
14-16 “Here’s another way to put it: You’re here to
be light, bringing out the God-colours in the world. God is not a secret to be
kept. We’re going public with this, as public as a city on a hill. If I make you
light-bearers, you don’t think I’m going to hide you under a bucket, do you?
I’m putting you on a light stand. Now that I’ve put you there on a hilltop, on
a light stand—shine! Keep open house; be generous with your lives. By
opening up to others, you’ll prompt people to open up with God, this
generous Father in heaven.
“it’s your job to bring out the God-colours in the world.” I think it reflects a
wonderful ambition: to see good and help others to see it.
“Making the colours sing” is something that’s a passion for me in ‘real life’
too. My go-to image for my year as Vice-President is that of the patchwork
quilt. I love quilting and part of the skill of it is to start with a pile of all sorts
of bits and bobs and make them more than the sum of their parts. I don’t
have to labour the point for you to catch my picture of why this seems such
a rich image for the church – a whole load of different bits of different
colours and natures, old/new/, ‘used’ (vintage!)/fresh, loud/muted - every
possible variety finding a place to shine so that its individual richness is
brought out and the whole thing becomes more than the sum of its parts.
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1

J who has already been released but was feeling very anxious, pray for the
right support and healing

16

A who is prone to depression in the winter months, pray for hope and
healing as the seasons change

2

D who feels very let down by some of the agencies here and struggles to
trust people, pray for his heart to be open to hope

17

S who has been going through some mental health challenges, pray for
clarity, healing and intervention

3

For the decision makers at Forest Bank, that they have wisdom and grace as
the prison goes through a difficult time of necessary change and reorganisation

18

T who feels under threat in the jail and feels constantly stressed and
scared, pray for peace and intervention where needed

4

J who is due for release soon and is looking forward to it, pray that he goes
from strength to strength once he is released

19

S who has recently met a family member, pray that this relationship
continues to grow in a healthy way

5

Living with Loss course 42 applicants but because of restrictions only 8 can
attend, pray that those who need it most receive it and for the provision of
more courses

20

Deputy Governor is leaving pray God will bless her in new regional work
& that the right person will be appointed to replace her at Buckley Hall

21

6

R who is strong in his walk with the Lord, pray that nothing distracts him or
takes him away from his calling

K and A who are hoping to move to a jail near to home before their
release, pray for favour in their cases

22

7

D, A & L who are receiving counselling support, that they benefit from the
help and can apply it effectively to their lives

Pray for our volunteer E, who has turned 60 today, pray for continued
joy, peace and strength.

23

Pray that the Chaplains at Forest Bank are able to begin groups and
services again as soon as possible

24

Pray for staff & prisoners in the segregation units at Buckley Hall, pray
for peace and safety

25

J and J who are hoping to move to a hospital soon, pray for an easy
transition and the right care when they arrive

26

S and D who are receiving counselling, pray that they take on what they
are taught and that it positively impact their lives

12 Pray for L who suffered a setback and was not allowed to go to cat D, pray for
peace in the process

27

Pray for families of the men that they will experience God’s peace in
the coming season

13 R who is discovering more of themselves, pray that they are met with
kindness and understanding on this journey

28

D whose parents died recently, pray for support and care as he
processes his loss and grief

14 For those who really want to turn their lives around to have the help and
strength and opportunity to find out how that can happen

29

For our wonderful GMCC volunteers, pray that they are protected and
strengthened

15 GMCC clients, pray for an increase in clients, that more people become
aware of the work that we do and that we are able to help them effectively

30

Pray for courage for the men to attend the Saturday and Sunday
services

8

A who has a very small community, pray he is able to keep in touch with
those he holds dear

9

Please pray for so many suffering bereavement at this time while in prison,
pray for the time and space to mourn and heal from their loss

10 For the GMCC Fundraiser tomorrow, pray for all taking part and that it runs
smoothly
11 E who is locked in a very destructive cycle and cannot see a way forward,
pray for hope to break through

